
   

Contact
DUBAI UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
+971553917652 (Work)
eddietechsoln@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/
edwardssevvume (LinkedIn)
www.eddietechsolns.com
(Company)
www.traflight.com (Company)
attainwork.com/ (Company)

Top Skills
Google Analytics
Google Adwords
Google Webmaster Tools

Honors-Awards
GOOGLE PARTNER

Edward SSEVVUME
Google Certified Partner | SEO Expert, PPC Consultant & Strategist |
SEO Trainer | Google Ads Certified at Medstar

Summary
Iam a detail oriented, results-driven and highly experienced PPC
Expert with a strong record of client satisfaction and successful
project completion. Thorough knowledge base and practical skill
in effective SEO techniques and strategies, Pay Per click (PPC)
advertising, including Search Engine Marketing (SEM) and Google
AdWords. Based on my experience at Eddie Marketing Solutions
FZE, iam very confident that I can greatly increase any site traffic
and on-site conversions (bring in more customers) within a small
period of time. I have been delivering best-in-class Search, Display,
and Video campaigns to my clients for over 8 years. I build my
AdWords campaigns within your master account, giving you full
administrative access, transparency, and control. Iam  here to deliver
the highest quality traffic to your website, and ensure you’re seeing a
true return on your investment (ROI). I employ a wide range of tools
and skills to develop a comprehensive strategy to meet your digital
acquisition goals.

More to the above, I'm also a highly experienced SEO Specialist
who is able to jump the ranking of any website (s) in Search Engine
Results Page (SERPs) through ethical optimization techniques
(White Hat)? Based on my expertise in SEO, I have a strong belief
that I can contribute to any firm’s mission to rank high in all major
search engines e.g Google, Bing, Yahoo e.t.c. I firmly assert it that,
I can help in cutting down massive external SEO consultancy costs
you could be facing currently.
If you have any questions or want to know more about my services,
Just let me know .

Experience

Medstar Healthcare LLC
SEO & SEM SPECIALIST
December 2018 - Present (1 year 8 months)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
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I am uniquely qualified to help attract the patients you want from the Internet.
As a certified Google Partner, I meet Google’s highest standards for both
ethics and results. I specialize in attracting new patients through digital
advertising on leading sites such as Google, Bing e.t.c. One of my roles is
to implement search engine optimization programs that get the hospital to
the top of search engines... organically. I use social media and reputation
management programs to build and protect the hospital's reputation (Brand &
Image) online. I specialize in developing and implementing proven marketing
programs that deliver measurable results. Whether online or offline. I am
dedicated every-day to attracting qualified new patients to the hospital.

Advertising healthcare, wellness, and medical services online are complicated
simply because different rules and regulations apply from country to country
and vary for different products and services within the same sector. I have
mastered how to navigate this complex landscape and can get most products
and services accepted into the Google Ads PPC Network. I am able to do
this through research and compliance adaptation, not shady tactics. I always
perform a thorough and detailed compliance check with Google before setting
off structuring and setting off Campaigns

Executing tests, collecting and analyzing data, identifying trends and insights
in order to achieve maximum ROI in paid search campaigns.
Advanced knowledge of digital paid advertising platforms and tools including
Google Ads, Google Ads editor, Google Remarketing, Google Customer
Match, Google RLSA, Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager, YouTube and
Display advertising. Knowledge of other bid~management tools such as Marin,
Kenshoo, Search Ignite, etc.
Advanced knowledge of search engine optimization techniques and competitor
analysis including optimizing on~page copy, off~page principles, and technical
SEO.

Eddie Marketing Solutions FZE
2 years

PPC | SEO | SEM | SMM Manager 
October 2018 - Present (1 year 10 months)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Creating, developing & implementing effective paid search strategies
Executing & optimizing many PPC campaigns simultaneously
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Overseeing campaigns across a number of search platforms (e.g. Google
AdWords, Bing)
Targeting selected audiences through researching keywords
Managing campaign budgets & adjusting bids to optimise the ROI
Tracking daily, weekly & monthly KPI's to identifying opportunities for
improvement
Reporting KPI's to management on a regular basis through various
dashboards
Producing engaging, clear & concise copy for campaigns
Ensuring that campaigns are aligned across multiple channels
Building and strengthening key relationships across PPC ad platforms and
various vendors
Reducing the risk of click fraud
Staying current with PPC & SEM trend and techniques
Manage a team of PPC Executives
Define PPC strategy for a range of clients, including mobile and tablet
campaigns
Manage large scale PPC and shopping campaigns across Google and Bing –
and manage all paid search advertising campaigns
Manage PPC and Paid Media campaigns across all social and retargeting
networks
Implement A/B and multivariate testing to continuously improve ROI and
performance
Use key programs such as Google Adwords and Google Analytics to analyse
and report on all PPC campaigns for all clients throughout the year
Manage large scale PPC budgets for a range of clients
Optimise all PPC activity, including bid management, copywriting and
competitor benchmarking
Landing page testing and optimisation
Keep up to date with the latest developments and trends across PPC and Paid
Media
Edit and review all ad campaign copy and text to ensure it delivers the
maximum ROI

PPC | SEO | SEM | SMM  Executive 
August 2018 - Present (2 years)
United Arab Emirates

Eddie Tech Solutions also known as Eddie Marketing Solutions FZE was
founded in 2006, with an outreach towards business relationships that
enable organizations to enhance their cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and
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competitiveness through value-added use of Information Technology. Eddie
Tech Solutions offers IT solutions including Web designing, Search Engine
Optimization (SEO), PPC Management, Social Media Marketing, Search
Engine Marketing, consultancy, and training, making it a one-stop center of
synergistic computer-based solutions and skills acquisition. The Company’s
theme is “efficiency and effectiveness” in service delivery”

We developed exceptional grasp over managing SEO campaigns, researching
keywords and using analytics tools to improve the websites’ rankings in
Search Engine Result Pages. In addition to the above, we have also had
strong abilities in social media campaign management and inbound linking
abilities. The current marketing trends emphasizes the importance of keeping
up to date with constantly changing technological and search engine trends.
These are the areas where we have massive exposure and 100% maximum
assurance that we can achieve all our set goals. Being experts in monitoring
and gauging of varying ranking factors and algorithmic changes, we have
always been able to keep our assigned content adherent to contemporary
SEO requisites.” We currently specialize in the following: 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search Engine Marketing (SEM)
Social Media Marketing. (SMM)
Email Marketing
Digital Advertising
Website Analytics
Google Adwords Management
Web Design & Development.
Influencer Marketing
Pay-Per-Click (PPC) Marketing
eCommerce Solutions
Bulk Messaging

EDS - Social & Digital Marketing Company in Dubai UAE
Digital Marketing Executive
September 2017 - August 2018 (1 year)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

As far as digital marketing is concerned, I was handling 3 tasks including
managing PPC, Playing with Google Ads, Search Engine Optimization and
Social Media Management:

Participating in forming effective paid search campaign strategies.
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Launching and optimizing various PPC campaigns.

Overseeing accounts on search platforms (e.g. Google AdWords, Bing).

Being involved in keyword selection and audience targeting.

Monitoring budget and adjusting bids to gain better ROI.

Writing an attractive and concise copy for adverts.

Suggesting and develop new campaigns across multiple channels.

Maintaining partnerships with PPC ad platforms and vendors.

Researching the most successful keywords/audiences, ad copy and landing
pages of competitors

Account structure (setting up ads in a structure  allowing to split test the
ad copies, finding winning keywords/audiences and cut losing keywords/
audiences)

Ad optimization (optimizing campaigns for the KPI we set at the start of our
campaign engagement, making sure ads and landing pages are congruent and
easy to understand and use conversion elements that convert more of visitors
into leads and sales)

Scaling (scaling campaigns by expanding  keywords/audiences, incrementally
increasing budget on the  highest converting campaigns and preparing for and
preventing ad fatigue)

Reporting (reporting on the key metrics important to senior managers,  like
cost per lead and revenue we can make data-driven decisions based on the
data)

*************** SEO RESPONSIBILITIES*************** 

Handling on-page optimization and Off-page optimization for client websites.
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Analyzing client’s goal and designing the marketing plan that works best for
clients.

Deciding on the best domain name, Titles, Headings and sub-headings for
clients.

Using effective search engine keywords in relevant places within websites of
the client.

Making changes in design, content, and links as per requirements.

Wellfix & Duscaff
Digital Marketing Specialist (PPC | SEO | SEM | SMM)
August 2016 - September 2017 (1 year 2 months)
Dubai Industrial City

As a Digital Marketing Executive, I was responsible for the following:
Developing and managing digital marketing campaigns

Overseeing  social media strategies of Wellfix General Trading 

Managing and maintaining the organisation’s website(s)

Writing and optimising content for the website and social networking accounts
such as Facebook and Twitter

Tracking and analysing website traffic flow and provide regular internal reports

Attaining key performance indicators such as reducing the website bounce
rate, increasing dwell time or improving conversion

Continually working on the Search Engine Optimization of the company
website(s)

Fixing any errors or bugs in online content

Editing and posting videos, podcasts and audio content to online sites

Creating online banner adverts and oversee pay per click (PPC) Ad
management
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Writeing copy for email marketing campaigns

Identifying new trends in digital marketing, evaluating new technologies and
ensuring the brand is at the forefront of industry developments, particularly
developments in mobile marketing

Working on printed material to supplement online products

Attending product launches and networking events

CAFENA MIDDLE EAST
Ecommerce Manager
January 2015 - June 2016 (1 year 6 months)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Manage all online activity in relation to traffic acquisition, sales, conversion,
and a/b testing and reporting.

Developing and implementing e-commerce strategies in order to improve cafe
website performance.

Working with developers to improve website speed.

Working with the marketing team or manage digital marketers in order to
improve quality and traffic acquisition.

Researching the market in order to discover new trends and technologies for
improving website performance.

Analyzing various data in order to deliver data-driven strategies in order to
deliver top performance and achieve KPIs.

Overseeing or directly manage digital marketing channels across PPC, SEO,
Display, affiliates and email marketing and social media.

Developing a content calendar and oversee website uploads and landing
pages development.

FedEx
Senior Database Administrator
September 2013 - April 2015 (1 year 8 months)
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Dubai, United Arab Emirates

As a Database Security Administrator i was always responsible for " 
Actively participating in planning the installation of new organization-wide
systems and applications. And also assists during the installation as per
specific functions.

Implementing the work plan for the Department. Meeting the staff to identify
any problems, taking measures, and resolving them.

Monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of all database resources and thus,
keeping the flow of work uninterrupted owing to technology.

Ensureing maximum service through identification of opportunities for
improvement and making new recommendations.

Continuous reviewing and evaluation of the software, hardware, service
delivery, and updating as and when required.

Maintaining a data standard and security measures through the
implementation of information technology plans, policies, and standards.

Handling the Division’s database and data-driven systems in an effective
manner. Thus, providing high-quality data analysis.

Troubleshooting the problems. Including a quick understanding of the problem
and its resolution, restoration of the data, rectifying the issues and minimizing
the damages.

Actively attending and participating in the professional group meetings. Thus,
acquiring knowledge of the new and upcoming trends and innovations in the IT
field.

Monitoring the changes in regulations, technology, and its impact on
operations and implementing the new or better ones as required.

Continuously researching on the emerging products and enhancements.
Accordingly, execute special projects for remodeling and upgrade.

Education
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Islamic University in Uganda
Bachelor's degree, Information Technology · (2006 - 2010)

Makerere University
Certificate of Computer Application, E-Business · (2005 - 2006)
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